
Book Two, Chapter 11

Nobody would have said it aloud, but Emperor Galant had never grown into his title. 

His attention had been prone to wander. His comments were frequently naive and 

sometimes bafflingly irrelevant. And yet, without him, the Imperial Council was stiffling. 

Dilluther wrestled with the stuck window, his flesh burning and fresh blood warming his 

arm beneath the bandage. He managed to heave it open a couple inches, and turned 

back to face the room. They were tired old men, all of them, and Dilluther was now 

their Emperor.

"Our first priority must be a proper coronation ceremony," the Shepherd said, 

looking at the ceiling. "It will assuage the doubts of the common man."

The Vaultkeeper, a common man himself, was never-the-less accustomed to 

speaking as he pleased. He nodded vigorously. "We have many resources committed 

to the festival that might still be reallocated without waste to a coronation ceremony."

"Coronation be damned!" Dilluther yelled, pounding the fist of his uninjured arm 

against the wall. He had nothing to say after that, so he glared at the men assembled 

around the table. The Vaultkeeper pursed his lips and folded his arms. Blackwell sat 

silently fuming, his face half hidden behind pale hair, and did not even look up at 

Dilluther's outburst.

 The First Admiral Stilde, whose tactical genius had won the Southern Isles with 

hardly a fight, had no enemy to outflank, and so he ticked off mysterious items on his 

fingers and nodded to himself. The Hawk leaned his face on a plump palm. It was 

hundreds of miles from Merendir to the nearest neighboring country, so the Hawk was 

accustomed to playing a patient hand. The Shepherd nodded solemnly, taking 

Dilluther's words without umbrage. Word of the massacre was racing out from Merendir 
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into the provinces, and with every passing moment the leadership of the Empire 

became more important. The Mouse sat, unmoving, with his fingers arched in front of 

his brow, and stared at the table with a look of deep displeasure. Dilluther stood behind 

the chair he had occupied for years as an Elder General. The Emperor's chair was 

empty. The Seer's chair was empty as well.

A hard scraping sound broke the silence, as the Mouse pushed his chair back 

abruptly and rose to pace around the table. "We need to understand our enemy," he 

said. "Brinehall disavows this carnage. The murders appear to be completely 

senseless. Who conceived them? Where will the next blow fall? Is there a military 

threat to the Empire? Where is the Princess? Where is the Seer? How do we avenge 

Emperor Galant? Is Emperor Dilluther in danger? What is the proper way to honor all 

those who were killed? Where will succession cause instability? In which fiefs is 

succession uncertain? In which fiefs could this lead to war, and do we have an interest 

in intervening premptively?" The Mouse clapped Dilluther on the shoulder. "Emperor, I 

agree. Coronation be damned. Let's start by answering these questions."

"Thank you, Mouse." Emperor Dilluther sat in his old chair. "What can you offer for 

answers?"

The Mouse sighed and shook his head. "Lord Brinehall is not our enemy. I 

personally attended his interrogation, and I believe him when he says that he did not 

intend this slaughter. His advisor, Chezan Styric... What do we know of the man?"

The Shepherd smoothed back a couple wisps of white with a gesture that had 

survived the decades since he had hair. He had been very fond of Galant, and had 

worked closely with many of the murdered lords and ladies. His expression was 

unfamiliar and unsettling, faraway, defeated. When he spoke, it was little more than a 

whisper. "Styric is a name I first heard from Lady Malendra when we visited the Iron 
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Keep during the ore shortage... four summers ago?" The Shepherd looked to 

Blackwell, and Blackwell nodded in confirmation. The Shepherd paused in his 

recollection to whisper a short prayer. The lord and lady of the Iron Fief had never 

arrived in Merendir. "She considered his growing influence in Sorenhall to be bad for 

the region. She did not go so far as to name him a heretic, but she suggested a certain 

unseemly zealotry in the man, and worried that he stoked isolationist tendencies in 

Arren Brinehall that would prove deleterious for trade. She felt that the Iron Keep could 

no longer rely on Sorenhall for protection and urged me to send an Imperial garrison. 

Ultimately, Brinehall convinced Malendra and Maladrian of his commitment to the 

protection of all the Northern Fiefs, and I heard nothing else of Styric. I made some 

inquiries after the man. Nobody among the Wagoners or the Riders had met the man, 

but they seemed to attribute a change in the mood of the region to the man-- they 

found Sorenhall in particular to be less friendly to outsiders, caught up in a regionalist 

and... religious... fervor."

"Religious." The Mouse interrupted the Shepherd to repeat the word with a coarse 

laugh. "Am I correct in assuming that the Most Holy Confessor would not approve of 

this particular style of religious fervor?" He did not wait for the Shepherd to answer. 

The Northern Province, like the Steppelands in the east, had always enjoyed lighter 

scrutiny from God and Empire. "Which leads us to the Order of Learned Men of Old 

Blood. You will recall the cowled man who tried to stab the Emperor, as well as the 

rather odd fellow in the grey robes who delivered the message in rhyme to Lord 

Brinehall? These grey priests are part of this Order. A third such priest was found in 

Stennan's quarters, and appears to have been poisoning the knight. The Order is 

governed by a group called the Dark Council, whose membership includes our missing 

Seer."
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This was met with subdued outrage. Blackwell looked at Dilluther, who cursed.

"Surely, you're mistaken," the Shepherd spoke with quiet confidence. He had known 

Ashir Corvyne since the Seer was a boy.

The Mouse shook his head. "We arrested three of the Council this morning. A fourth 

member killed my men and disappeared. They admit to participating in sorcery with the 

Seer, for the purpose of determining who should marry the Emperor."

"What?" Dilluther stood halfway, then sat again. This was the first he had heard of 

this admission.

The Mouse ignored the muttering in the room. "We already have knights riding 

north, with a legion marching behind them. Should Sorenhall resist, how certain are we 

that those forces can take it?"

Dilluther and Blackwell looked to one another to see who would answer. 

Dilluther spoke first, mumbling into his mustache. "We will have substantial 

numerical superiority, but tactically..."

Blackwell finished his thought with a sigh. "The fight could go either way."

The Mouse made a noise of displeasure. That was not the answer he hoped to hear. 

"Well, then," he said, thinking out loud, "we will have to stop our troops and muster 

more men from the fiefs." He looked at the Shepherd, who nodded. Riders would be 

sent to overtake the legion.

Blackwell spoke cheerfully, with a twisted smile. "Well, as slow as mustering an 

army to take Sorenhall may be, at least it will provide us the opportunity to see who 

among our new lords intends to remain loyal to us."

The Vaultkeeper cleared his throat and interjected, "Which brings us back to the 

matter of a coronation..." he glanced nervously at the Emperor, who glowered but 

offered no new outburst. "It would provide us the opportunity to gather the successors 
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and have them swear fealty."

Emperor Dilluther nodded grudgingly. Blackwell laughed at his old friend's 

expression and addressed the Vaultkeeper. "Feasts, galas, and ceremony-- happy 

occassions, shall we say-- are a bit beyond our Emperor's realm of expertise. Perhaps 

you could make the preliminary arrangements and report to us in a few days?"

"What about Celani?" Dilluther growled, staring willfully at the table, as if he feared 

what he would find in his councillors' faces.

"We have searched the palace as thoroughly as possible," the Mouse replied in a 

measured voice, "though I still have a few men looking for new hiding places. The 

Princess seems to be gone."

"Fled?" The First Admiral offered, hopefully.

"Perhaps." The Mouse looked doubtful. "Shepherd?"

If the expression on the Shepherd's narrow, weathered face, had been bleak before, 

now he looked positively stricken.

"The Riders have gone to seek signs of insurrection and spreading word of..." the 

Shepherd choked slightly, "...of Emperor Galant's death and Emperor Dilluther's 

crowning. They will also ask on every road and in every town for news of the Princess. 

It will take two months for my Riders to cover the entire Empire, but we will begin to 

receive our first news by sundown."

Seeing little point in further speculation, the Mouse changed the topic quickly. 

"Shepherd, what is your view of our situation in the Provinces?"

"Inside the Empire," the Shepherd answered, "I expect some disloyalty, some 

disruption to our collections, and some fighting between minor nobility, particularly in 

the east. If we can protect our own, we should soon win back those who stray. Piracy," 

he continued, "is my greatest concern. Perhaps the Admiral can speak to that."
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First Admiral Stilde nodded and coughed, and pursed his lips. None of these were 

reassuring gestures, the Mouse thought.

"We have plenty of ships," the Admiral said, then chewed his lip for a moment, "and 

we have kept them in good repair."

"But?" The Mouse asked.

"...but we are very short on men. Seafarers are an adventurous lot. Our wars have 

ended, and moving tribute does not keep their imaginations stoked, particularly when 

they can earn a greater share doing the same work for Lighthall."

"So why do we not already have a problem with piracy?" The Mouse asked.

"The merchants are strong at sea," Stilde explained, "and there is no safe haven on 

land."

The Shepherd nodded vigorously, and added, "But if any lord along the coast, 

should begin to tolerate, or even sponsor, raids at sea..."

The Admiral took over again, "...we will be poorly equipped to stop them."

Silence fell in the council room, as the assembly pondered this state of affairs, and 

then Dilluther nodded to the Admiral and the Shepherd. "Very well. We will think on the 

best course of action and the threat evolves." Dilluther turned to the Hawk. "And what 

of our neighboring nations. You have sent the ships?"

"Yes, of course," the Hawk said, calmly. "In every nation, our Ambassadors will be 

the first to learn of this news."

The Mouse went to stand behind the Hawk, and put a hand on his shoulder. "The 

Empire is still strong."
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